
 

FINC3014 FINAL EXAM NOTES 

Lecture 7 Part II: Transaction Cost Analysis (TCA) 

- Importance of Transaction Costs 

o We will look at how transaction costs can be properly identified, how can they be measured and 

then evaluated  

o Important because we want to maximise our profit – very hard to make revenues in the market 

(hard to have stock picking and market timing skills)  but stocks can be reduced (although not 

easy). In reducing our costs, we need to think about our choice of order execution:  

 How to execute (agency or principal trade – do we want to be fast or slow – market order 

(cost by crossing the spread) or initiate a limit order (where we might incur a cost by not 

executing the trade), single stock trade or program/algorithmic trade),  

 Where to execute (traditional exchange or ECN, use a broker-dealer or crossing network etc. 

e.g. if you wanted to buy BHP, you could do it through commsec or interactive brokers – 

costs might be very different, but what about delay/latency? Commsec might be quicker 

etc.) and 

 When to execute (basically about market timing, do we execute at the open or the close 

etc.)  

o Recent evidence shows that execution costs can be large, often enough to substantially reduce or 

even eliminate the notional or ‘paper’ return on an investment strategy (Domotiz, Glen and 

Madhaven 2001)  

 Transactions cost is a very topical issue, even today because regulators want to enforce the 

reporting of transaction costs (eg. Brokers etc). This is because of the idea of best execution. 

Investment firms must take all reasonably steps to obtain the best result.  

o Evidence shows that the magnitude of transaction costs varies with style, size and the market  

o The participants who want to measure transaction costs are essentially everyone, in particular: 

 Exchanges 

 Want to assess the quality of their market (the lower the transaction costs, the more 

likely they will attract utilitarian traders). They also measure transaction costs 

because it allows them ot evaluate the dealers operating in their markets (some may 

be compensated)  

 Brokers 

 Execution quality (they can advertise how good their execution is)  

 Investment Sponsors 

 Management Expense Ratios (MERs): As an investor, MER is an important metric in 

assessing which fund to put our money in because we don’t want to be paying for a 

fund that is inefficient and cannot minimise transaction costs  

 Regulators  

 Want to characterise various different market structures as they have a role in 

assessing the various variables of the market  

o Value = NPV  we basically discounted the expected cash flows at the cost of capital:  

  



 Cost of Capital can be broken down into  

 Risk Premium: Risk-premium is the return above the risk-free rate demanded due to 

the risks associated with the investment. Depending on the risk level of the asset, 

we demand the premium (e.g. govt yield vs junk bond)  

o Risk-free rate of return 

o Company risk  

 Liquidity Premium: Liquidity premium is the extra return demanded by investors for 

compensation for holding assets that may be difficult to convert into cash. Asset 

that is hard to sell/offload.  

o Adverse Selection Gloster and Milgrem (2*P*E – entire bid-ask spread is 

adverse selection cost: see below for more information)  

 Bid/Ask spread  

 Post-Trade Market Impact Cost  

o Opportunity Cost  Execution delay (distinguished from OC)  

 Market movement before execution  

 Pre-Trade market impact cost  

o Direct cost (Explicit costs): we know exactly how much we need to pay  

 Commissions 

 Fees 

 Taxes (GST etc.)  

- Do transaction costs have to be reported? 

o SEC Rule 605 (US)  Yes 

o ASIC (Australia) 

 ASIC publishes reports every quarter on equity market data which includes figures such as 

effective bid-ask spread and quoted bid-ask spread for the ASX200/all stocks.    

- How do institutional investors trade? 

o They trade in large (block) parcels of stocks  

 How we define or assess a large block is by looking at the average size of a trade over a 

month and if average is 20,000 shares  some percentage over that would be a large trade 

e.g. 100,000 share trade  

o When we are executing a large/block trade, we face 4 problems:  

 1) Latent demand problem (Is there enough depth in the market) 

 This makes it hard to find block liquidity suppliers who are not in the market – is 

there enough people who want to sell 1m shares to be straight way?  

 Are there enough orders on the offer schedule if we want to buy shares.  

 ‘depth’ is simply the total number of orders on the schedule 

o Total depth of the market would be the sum of total orders on bid and offer 

schedule.  

o Total bid depth is just the total number of orders on the bid schedule etc.  

 2) Order exposure problem (how transparent does a block initiator want to be?)  

 Front-running is in issue (others including the broker)  the average price you have 

to pay for your large order will probably be higher because other people will buy the 

shares expecting you to buy it from them  

*Sample SKIPS to Lecture 7 Part III*  

Lecture 7 Part III: Measuring and understanding transaction costs 

- Implicit transaction cost estimation methods  

- There are two methods:  

o 1) Econometric transaction cost estimate methods  

o Measure the transaction costs of the entire market and use generic measure  when we don’t have 

access to bid-ask quotes but only the prices of all the stocks throughout a particular period  

 Roll’s serial covariance spread estimator: this is one of the most well known estimators.  



  
 (cross out the S, just covariance)  

 Change in the price (return) over the lagged return  

 This gives us the average effective spread for all stocks in that index  

 (not examinable – we want to estimate specific transaction costs that require specific price 

benchmarks)  

o 2) Specific price benchmark methods (focus on this) 

 Most common used and is easier to implement than the econometric methods  

 We can analyse specific trading strategies to see how expensive they were 

 The issue here is that there are so many benchmarks to compare our trade to such as pre-

trade benchmarks (opening prices) or post-trade benchmarks (closing) or average 

benchmark (intra-day benchmark). Clearly, depending on which benchmark we use, we 

could get different results  

 We could use pre-trade benchmark or post-trade benchmark. We could use average or 

intraday benchmark. So the question is depending on which benchmark we use, we may get 

differing results  

 Estimating Transaction Costs: 

 Estimated transaction costs equals: 

o For purchase: Trade size x (Trade price – Benchmark price)  

o For sale: Trade size x (Benchmark price – Trade price)  

o E.g. if benchmark price is $10 and we buy it for $11, we get a positive result 

of $1 and thus we incur a transaction cost (positive result means we 

incurred transaction costs)  

o Essentially:  

 Trade size x Trade sign x (Trade price – Benchmark Price)  

 Trade sign = 1 (for buys) or – 1 (for sells)  

 If we refer to the market as a zero-sum game  the estimated transaction costs for 

all the buyers and sellers would be exactly zero since the transaction costs to 1 side 

is a trading profit to the other side.  

o Transaction costs to one side is a trading profit to another side  

o Traders who demand liquidity pay transaction costs and traders who supply 

liquidity, that is, have a NEGATIVE transaction costs which means they 

realise a gain/profit.  

 Choices of Benchmarks  

 1) Pre-trade benchmarks 

o BAM (Bid-Ask Midpoint): The NBBO midpoint at the time the trading 

decision or order submission decision was made (i.e. last bid-ask average 

before execution)  

 It is the most common benchmark choices for transaction costs  

o The previous day’s closing price 

 2) Post-trade benchmarks  

o These benchmarks focus on the price after the trade has occurred and 

include: 

 BAM: The NBBO mid-point a certain minutes after the trade (e.g. 5 

minutes, 15 minutes, 60 minutes)   

 Next day’s opening price or closing price  

o The issue here is how far do we go into the future and what is the interval or 

time to capture post-trade benchmark  

 Pre-/post-trade benchmarks  

o TWAP 



o VWAP: is the second most common benchmark choice (After BAM)  

- Common calculations for individual marketable orders – measuring transaction costs and their  

-  
- As we go through these, note the benchmarks that they use (some use contemporaneous, post or pre)  

o 1) Effective spread/cost  

 Effective spread is given by: 

  
 Where: p is trade price and m is the benchmark price  

o The benchmark price used for the effective spread/cost is the quotation 

midpoint price – at the time of the trade 

 Effective spread for round-trip transaction (multiplied by 2):  

  
 Relative effective spread is simply the effective spread divided by trade price:  

  
 Trading participants who prefer this:  

 Retail traders: retail traders naturally look at the best bid and best offer and thus we 

compare our trade price relative to the best bid and offer. They can thus easily 

assess their loss/gain.  

o 2) The realised spread/cost 

  
 Here, the benchmark that is being captured is a POST trade benchmark since the quotation 

midpoint price is after the time of the trade  

 Note that how long after can depend but empirical studies most commonly use 5 

minutes and we should assume this.  

 Trading participants who prefer this:  

 Dealers: People who want to assess how much profit they are making, hence 

dealers prefer this measure.  

o Realised spreads are attractive to dealers because their profits depend on 

the prices at which they establish their positions and the prices at which 

they subsequently liquidate their positions   

  


